
How we gave birth to 
our company colors, 
green and gold, Ted had 
a gold pickup truck and 
Lisa had a green 
minivan, and our now 
fleet of 50 gold and 
green specialty and 
service vehicles contin-
ues to serve our territory 
based on the original 
vision and core values.  
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               Saying Goodbye to 2014 
Letter From The Lavenders 

Berks • Fire • Water Restorations 

1145 Commons Boulevard 
Reading, PA  19605 

 

We started 2014 with news that many families have been stricken with.  My 
father-in-law, Dennis Lavender was diagnosed with non small cell squimish 
lung cancer.  Dennis has lived with us in an apartment above our garage for 
the last eight years.  He has helped us build Berks • Fire • Water Restorations, 
was always on stand by to fix whatever breaks, he would take our kids to the 
dentist, anything that needed to be done; he would do.  Some of you may have 
known him as “Papu the Engineer.”  He was the engineer who drove the 
Reading Express Train at every game, every parade and whenever there was 
an event with children wanting a train ride; this brought him great joy.   
 

Dennis spent his entire life working, vacation and relaxation for him involved taking anything he 
could get his hands on apart and putting back together.  If something was not broken, he would 
take it apart just to make it better.  Dennis’ desire and ability to fix and build anything was 
passed along to Ted and his siblings.   
 
Ted and his brothers and sister researched every possible treatment to extend Dennis’s life.  
They stumbled upon a new drug called PD-1. 
 
Without going into details, there are most definitely Angels in Berks County.  Dennis Lavender 
was the first patient at the Reading Hospital to receive what some consider ground breaking  
cancer treatment.   
 
We share this story for two reasons.  First of all, Ted has encountered so many people interested 
in the PD-1 treatment for their own loved ones and wanted to share awareness about this new 
treatment.   
 
Second, it is not without efforts of Angels in Berks County that are working amongst us that this 
was possible.  As a community we may have our struggles, but take note and solace, that there 
are people who do things without recognition, without expecting anything in return, and they 
change lives and they give hope of a greater good. 
 
Sadly, on November 16, 2014 Dennis Lavender passed away. 
 
Our thoughts and prayers go out to all who have faced cancer and have lost loved ones.  Thank 
you to all the Angels out there.   
 
With wonderful memories of Dennis in our hearts, we look forward to 2015 with great hope. 
 
         
        
 
         

        Sincerely, 
        
 
         
         

        Ted and Lisa Lavender 
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S P A R K S   &  L E A K S  

Calendar of 

EVENTS 
 

Thursday, January 22          

After the Fire:  Restoring 

the Contents  (122227)        

3 Credit CE Course 

Fraud:  The Reality - A 

Restoration Company 

Perspective (116956)             

1 Credit CE Course 

Thursday, February 5                

Annual Open House    

 

Proud members of: 

 

In 2006, Erik moved to 
Pennsylvania to play  
professional indoor football 
for the Reading Express and 
he ended up getting the 
opportunity to be a part of 
something else… In 2007 
when the Lavenders bought 

the Reading Express they offered the players to    
interview to work for Berks • Fire • Water            
Restorations part-time when they weren’t playing. 
When Erik interviewed at Berks • Fire • Water     
Restorations he was hired on the spot! His           
background in the electrical field was a huge attribute 
to his immediate hiring. Since 2007, Erik has  
developed many skills. He is currently a Restoration 
Technician working with electrical, contents, duct 
cleaning, and much more. Erik is a journeyman water 
restorer and a commercial drying specialist. He also 
holds certifications in water damage restoration, odor 
control, fire and smoke restoration, carpet repair and 
reinstallation, applied microbial remediation, carpet 
cleaning and health and safety. During his time with 
Berks • Fire • Water Restorations he even got to use 
his marketing and advertising degrees by working six 
months with our Communications Director while 

rehabilitating his knee. Prior to the Reading Express 
and Berks • Fire • Water Restorations, Erik played for 
the Bills on their practice squad then was released and 
played overseas for one year for Team USA to     
promote football Internationally. 
 

Currently residing in the Exeter area, Erik grew up in 
California and moved to North Carolina with his  
family who currently lives there. He has a twin  
brother, Brent, who is eight minutes older than him 
and an older sister named Alicia.  
 

When Erik is not working you can find him working 
out, lifting weights and collecting luxury watches and 
cars. He has 35-40 watches, some of his favorite  
includes Breitling and Rolex, and he even has a tattoo 
of the Rolex symbol. Some of his favorite cars are his 
Corvette, his G8 and his Jeep. One place Erik would 
love to visit is Rio De Janeiro, when asked why he 
just simply stated “I have always seen it in movies 
and would love to see it in person.”  A couple fun 
facts about Erik that you would never know is that he 
never drinks out of a straw and he received a full ride 
to Appalachian State as a kicker.  

How many names 
did the first       

telephone book 
ever published 

contain? 
 

Turn to page 3  
for the answer 

Insurance Professionals 
Of Greater Reading Deena Pishock, owner  of 

The Walborn Insurance 
Agency, located at 318 S. 
Liberty St., Orwigsburg, 
announced the addition of 
Alison Daniels to the 
staff.  Alison has been in 
the insurance industry for 
more than 25 years and 
will service and produce 
personal and commercial 
lines.  Ironically, she  
began her career at the 
Walborn Insurance 
Agency.   

She worked at various 
other insurance agencies 
and has come full circle to 
return to the Walborn 
Insurance Agency.   

Greg Rautzhan of the  
Gregory Rautzhan Insurance 
Agency located at 432 Main 
St., Shoemakersville,  
announced the recent hiring of 
Sherry Schlosser and Tracy 
Richardson.  Sher ry and  
Tracy are sisters and both  
previously worked for AARP. 
 

Both have been licensed in 
Health Insurance for five years 
and recently passed their P&C 
test for the state of  
Pennsylvania.  Both ladies will 
be involved in sales and  
service for the State Farm 
agency.   
 
 

Karen Seidenstricker owner  
of KGS Insurance Agency, 
LLC announced the hir ing of 
Sandra M. Eshelman.   
 

KGS Insurance Agency is an 
Erie agency located at 301   
Linden St., #302, Columbia.      
Karen also noted that Sandy 
just obtained her P&C license 
for Pennsylvania.   
 

Karen is pleased to welcome 
her as a newly Licensed CSR 
and customer service rep with 
the agency.   
 

Congratulations and welcome 
to all our Newsmakers!  If you 

have retired, moved your         
business, received new          

designations, etc. please contact 
Greg Reich at 

greich@bfwrestorations.com. 

ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE 
 
Step right up and join us for the Berks • Fire • Water Restorations, Inc. Carnival!  Join us for a night 
of networking, food, friends, and Carnival games.  Tour our state-of-the-art facility at 1145 Commons 
Boulevard in Muhlenberg from 5pm-7pm. 
 
To register for the Carnival themed Open House visit http://tinyurl.com/2015BFWOpenHouse, email 
bmitchell@bfwrestorations.com, or sign up through the Chamber website at 
www.greaterreadingchamber.org 
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50 Names! 

2015 UPCOMING CLASSES 
 

 

January 13-15: IICRC Water  
Restoration Technician (WRT) 
The Water Damage Restoration Technician course 
is designed to teach restoration personnel that 

perform remediation work to give them a better 
concept of water damage, its effects and  
techniques for drying of structures. This course 

will give residential and commercial maintenance 
personnel the background to understand the 

procedures necessary to deal with water losses, 
sewer backflows, and contamination such as 
mold. 

 

February 10-13:  IICRC Applied  
Microbial Remediation Technician 
(AMRT) 
This course mold and sewage remediation  
techniques to individuals engaged in property 
management, property restoration, IEQ  

investigations or other related professions.  
Emphasis will be placed on teaching mold and 

sewage remediation techniques to individuals who 
will perform these procedures in the field. Course 
graduates will be adequately equipped to perform 

remediation services, while protecting the health 
and safety of workers and occupants. 

 

February 23-24: IICRC Fire and 
Smoke Remediation Technician (FSRT) 
The Fire and Smoke Restoration Technician 
course concentrates on technical procedure for 

successfully completing the restoration of a fire 
and smoke damaged environment. Students will 

learn how to combine technical procedures with a 
practical approach to managing the job site and 

how that relates to pricing the job. 

Please visit the RTI website at 
www.restorationtechnicalinstitute.com  

    to register for upcoming classes. 

 

“Thank you! I very much appreciate 

you accommodating my schedule to 

quote the job and following up with the     

cleaning process. The people who      

supervised the process were fantastic 

too!!” 

 M.F., Myerstown, PA 

Berks ∙ Fire ∙ Water Restorations 
was happy to help with the  

Reading Fire Department’s  
Annual Holiday Toy Drive. 

Berks ∙ Fire ∙ Water Restorations     
employees were happy to bring 

smiles and joy to many this holiday 
season by participating in the  

Salvation Army Angel Giving Tree. 

 
 

From L-R:  Ted Lavender, Lisa Lavender,  
Jessica Prutzman and guest having a         

wonderful time at the  
Burn Prevention Foundation Event at  

Lehigh Valley Health Systems. 

Communications Director, 
Jessica Prutzman poses 
for a photo with Smokey 
the Bear at Palmyra Fire    
Department’s Annual 

Fire Safety Night. 

Berks ∙ Fire ∙ Water Restorations was  
happy to participate in many events 

throughout our coverage area for  
Fire Prevention week.   

Seen in the photos above is  
Jessica Prutzman,  

Communications Director at the  
Governor Mifflin Fire Safety Day. 
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Eight Berks • Fire • Water Restorations, Inc.℠ Employees Earn Certifications 

Two Berks • Fire • Water Restorations, Inc.℠ employees Adam Spiers and Jonathan Vining became Credited Bio-Technicians by receiving 

their certification from The School of Forensic Restoration completing the Basic Bio Technician Course. 

Also in October, Shawn Boyer and Luis Rodriguez received the Institute of Inspection, Cleaning and Restoration Certification (IICRC) 

Water Damage Restoration Technician (WRT) Certification.   

In November, one Berks • Fire • Water Restorations employee Steve Harmon received the Institute of Inspection, Cleaning and Restoration 
Certification (IICRC) Applied Microbial Remediation Technician (AMRT) Certification.   

Also in November William Harrison of Berks • Fire • Water Restorations received the Institute of Inspection, Cleaning and Restoration 

Certification (IICRC) Fire and Smoke Technician (FSRT) and Odor Control Technician (OCT) Certifications.   

Lastly in December, Chris Finn and Richard Matz received the Institute of Inspection, Cleaning and Restoration Certification (IICRC)   
Water Damage Restoration Technician (WRT) Certification.   

 

 

 

        

         Adam Spiers             Jon Vining              Shawn Boyer           Luis Rodriguez           Steve Harmon             Bill Harrison               Chris Finn              Rich Matz 

As a restoration company, BFW Restorations plays a vital role in responding to the needs of those experiencing a property loss, a s well as the insurance companies providing coverage.  
Therefore, it is fitting to include a brief insurance related article in each publication of our newsletter. Topics will cover a range of issues and we hope you find them both timely and valuable. Articles will be  

contributed by independent insurance professionals and not necessarily a representation of  Berks • Fire • Water • Restorations, Inc.℠ nor do we imply expertise in such subject areas.  
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Hoarding Syndrome and Coverage 
I am filling in for the famous Continuing Education instructor and Contributing Writer for Insurance Insights, Paul Pinchak 

who has recently undergone a successful hip replacement surgery.  We all wish him a speedy recovery.   

We have addressed hoarding in a previous issue as a mental health concern and a safety concern for the homeowner and fire 

and emergency responders.  I am addressing it as it pertains to insurance coverage based on some recent articles on hoarding.  

It is suggested that 2 – 5% of the US population suffers from a Hoarding Disorder.  The American Psychiatric Association’s 

“bible of psychiatry” is the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, (DSM-5).  The fifth version of the DSM-5 

was published in May 2013 and is now classifying Hoarding as a distinct disorder within the chapter pertaining to              

obsessive-compulsive and related disorders.  It defines Hoarding as a treatable neuropsychiatric disorder and therefore is 

treatable through therapy and medication.  The DSM-5’s reclassification will shift how professionals think about hoarding.  

Clinicians will now start screening for this disorder which will increase detection and diagnosis.  The reclassification in the 

DSM-5 will cover treatment for a Hoarding Disorder provided the insured’s health insurance covers mental health treatment.  

As a result of the DSM-5 publication there have been some confirmed cases where a Health Insurance Company paid for the 

cleanout of a hoarder’s home if the insured had been diagnosed with a Hoarding Disorder, but it is not known if that will    

become the norm with all Health Insurance policies.  Property Insurance companies will not cover hoarding unless hoarding 

is discovered when an insured submits a claim for a covered loss.  Once a covered loss is confirmed the insurance carrier will 

respond to a hoarding issue to a certain extent, but there are no black and white rules as to what would be covered.  With the 

new DSM-5 classification a health insurance carrier and a property insurance carrier may both be liable for a percent of the 

cleanup if the insured has submitted a claim for a covered loss and the insured has been diagnosed with a Hoarding Disorder.  

Policy language may have to be added and/or changed in the Homeowners and Dwelling policy as well as the Health        

Insurance policy to clarify what is and is not covered pertaining to hoarding.  In addition to hoarding the DSM-5 also includes 

some new additions of covered mental disorders.  Here are a few additions: Skin Picking disorder, Disruptive Mood     

Dysregulation disorder, Premenstrual Dysphoric disorder and Binge Eating disorder.  One has to believe Health Insurance 

premiums will be on the rise.   

ONWARD AND UPWARD AT 
BERKS • FIRE • WATER RESTORATIONS 


